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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
THE CCELOSTAT. The name ca'lostat has been given by

jj|. G. Lippmann to a modified form of siderostat which be has

devised (Comptes rendns,- No. 19, 1895, and
Obseifiatory,

August). The special feature of the instrument is tWt it gets
rid of the rotation of the field of view which disqualifies the

siderostat for some purposes, such, for instance, as long-exposure
photography. It consists simply of a mirror with its plane

parallel
to the earth's axis, and turning on a pola4 axis once in

forty-eight hours in the same direction as the/pparent diurnal

motion of the heavens. It is easily demonstrated that the image
of any star whatever will be seen stationa/y in a mirror so

tnounted, and a telescope pointed at the mirror in any direction

Will have a constant field of view. The telescope being directed

to the ccelostat in a given position, to/observe other objects
Saving the same declination as that ift view, it will only be
tecessary to turn the mirror; but fcfr objects with different

declinations the telescope must also be! moved. If it be desired

te use a horizontal telescope, it musybe directed to the point on
ihe horizon where the object rise)!, and the mirror must be
Started in a position suited to the hour-angle ; but there is a
limit to the use of a horizontal teh/scope. It is pointed out that

the simplicity of the instrument makes it possible to turn it into

one of great precision ; stability Weing readily attained, while the

Jxissibility
of flexure can be reduced to a minimum.

' ADAMS' MASSES OF
JupyrER's SATELLITES. A question

having been recently raised /by Mr. Marth as to the work of
Adams on Jupiter's satellites, Prof. R. A. Sampson has stated
the results of an inspection of the MSS. with reference to this

subject (Observatory^ August). It appears that when engaged
upon a revision of Damoiseau'
their continuation, Prof. Ada
revised values for the masses of
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system of dry land (such a system was rather an extensive
archipelago than a continuous continent); this last was again
divided into two systems : an Arctic and Occidental one, com-
prising North America, together with the northern parts of Asia
and Europe, and an Indian one, communicating with South
Europe. The former was the home of the Cervidte, the
rhinoceroses and most other Perissodactyls, the latter that of the
Cavicorns and elephants. Very few mammals of Indian origin
migrated into America ; much more from the Arctic system into
India. The same seems to be the case for ants. Myrmecina
is perhaps the only North American genus of Indian origin
(Tetramorium caspitum being doubtless introduced by man),
whereas a number of American-Arctic genera, sub-genera and
species-groups, a&Myrmecocystus, Messor, Myrmica, Camponotus
fennsylvanuus, &c., are more or less far diffused in India and
Africa, Myrmica reaching Borneo, and Messor the Cape of Good
Hope.

In Europe, the study of the Baltic and Sicilian amber proves
that the Arctic fauna went down from the north, as a host of
conquerors, invading the territory formerly occupied by other
people. I believe that, in Miocene times the North American
fauna was much like the actual cosmopolite and Arctic part of
the recent fauna, and might have included a number of forms
actually extinct. As in the Pliocene a bridge was put between
North and South America, an invasion of neotropical forms took
place, walking. from south to north. But it is not improbable
that other forms migrated in the opposite sense, and descended
from North America into the neotropical region. I suppose
that such .was the case for the genus Pogonomyrmex, perhaps
also for Dvrymyrmex, Forelius, and several species of Cam-
ponotus. It is not improbable that other genera from North
America migrated southward, and later became extinct in their

primitive home. The recent work of Mr. Scudder on Tertiary
Curculionidas of North America seems to confirm this view, some
of these fossil beetles belonging to genera now living only in
South America. It is probable that a number of insects, actually
regarded as typical members of the neotropical fauna, immi-
grated from North America, as it is proved by palaeontology for
several mammals, as, for instance, the llama and alpacca of
the Pampas.
The North American origin of some South American ants was

suggested by Prof. H. von Jhering,
1

. in a paper published last

year. The author endeavours to sustain, by the study of the

ants, his theory of the multiple origin of actual neotropical fauna.
I agree in many points with him,

4 but I must recognise that the
Formicidse afford -but little evidence in favour of his views.

Actually, the ants -of South America are distributed chiefly in

relation, to the climate and vegetation, no strong obstacles being
put to the .wide dissemination of the species, some of which
range from. Central America or from Mexico to Paraguay and
Rio Grande do Sul. Chili isj however, an isolated country,
which 'we may call '.'^.continental island," although it is not
surrounded by water. If. we should take the Chilian fauna as a
Standard for the; primitive fauna of v. Jheririg's Archiplata, that
should have been a very poor one, like the fauna of New Zea-

land, with which it offers a striking resemblance. The most
characteristic feature of the Chilian ant fauna is the occurrence
of peculiar species of Monomorium, like those inhabiting
Australia and New Zealand, and of the genus Melophorus, found

only in Australia and New Zealand. These facts corroborate
the hypothesis of a Cretaceous or Eocene connection between
South America and Australia.

New Zealand appears as a bit of old Australia, quite free from
later Papuan or Indian intrusions, like Madagascar, which, as an
isolated part of old Africa, has received but a few immigrants,
when, at the Pliocene epoch, a stream of Indian life entered into
the Ethiopian continent. Probably Chili may be considered as a

part of ancient Archiplata, secured from Guyanean and Brazilian

immigrants by the heights of the Cordillera, but having preserved
only an incomplete set of the original Archiplatean fauna.

I state these facts for the purpose of making the main con-
clusions of a special work known to a wide public. Exact

knowledge of the exotic faunae, and especially of the fossils, may
enable us in future to carry further these incomplete and in part

hypothetical results. Similar studies made on single groups of

animals and plants by specialists, which do not only accumulate
1 H. von Jhering.

" Die Ameisen von Rio Grande do Sul." {Berliner
entomolog. Zcit. 39 Bd. 1894. Pp. 321446. .1894.)

* Other points of v. Jhering's theories, which I cannot accept, refer chiefly
to the origin and antiquity of island fauna;. In these points I think that
Wallace's views are right.
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by blind statistical work names of families, genera, and species
but deal with them, knowing the- value of each, are highly de-
sirable. 'Summarising and integrating the single results wilt
build up an exact knowledge of paloeogeography, and of the-
origins and interrelations of the fauna; and flora of the world.
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A NEW FILM HOLDER.
O outdoor photographer can take a rough survey of the pastfew years without feeling some astonishment at. the rani*

progress made in nearly every branch of his art. The amateur-
is no doubt indirectly responsible for much of this advance j
for it is through him that other brains have been set to work.
to satisfy all his many and various wants, in the way of instru-
ments and accessories, to lighten his task at every step.The camera, which a few years back was a heavy, clumsy and!
awkward instrument, is now of a light and handy construction,
capable ot being used in many cases without the tripod. Stops,are now more generally of the Iris type, thus eliminating alll

possibilities of loss or of leaving them behind ; while plate-
holders are now supplied capable of holding a dozen or more
plates, and necessitating the use of only one dark shutter.
The introduction of the film has brought us, however, into a.

new era; but the full benefit of this improvement can only be-
best

appreciated by those who make use of their cameras while
travelling.

Hitherto it has been impossible to make satisfactory use of
the enormous advantages of celluloid flat' films over glass plates ?
but now we have before us a holder which seems to give satisfac-

tion, and which should prove a boon to photographers in general.A holder to be really efficient should be readily adaptable t

any ordinary camera ; it must contain a large Quantity of films^

M

FIG. i. Magazine and receiver, separated.

and when complete and loaded should not be any larger or
heavier than the,three double backs (lighter -if possible); and,
finally, should be

provided with some means of . swiftly ani
automatically changing the positions of the exposed films.

Such a holder, if simple and of moderate price, would b
much sought after by the photographic world. A very near
approach to such an ideal film-holder will be found in that
known as the "

Frena," of which a short description follows. $
Fig. I gives a complete view of the holder (the two parts

are here shown separately), ready to be fitted to any camera.
It consists of two parts : the magazine (M) and the receiver
(R), each of these

parts being about half as thick again as-

an ordinary dark slide. The exposure is made in precisely
the-

same way as with an ordinary dark slide, namely, by inserting
the magazine in the slide rails of the camera, and by withdrawing,
and subsequently replacing, the shutter of the magazine.
The film changing is brought about simply by folding the;

magazine and receiver together until they interlock, draw-

ing out the two shutters, pressing a change button to one side,

and pushing the shutters back again.
The exposed films, stored in the receiver, may then be

removed for
development one by one, or as a complete pack, just

as the operator desires.

An automatic counter upon the back of the magazine show*
at a glance how many pictures have been taken.
The peculiarity of these films is that their edges are notched^

and in their packing an alternate sequence is maintained *

regards the position of these notches.


